
d100 point on map treasure contents

1 the verdant valley
treasure is long
gone, sorry

2
rock shaped like
skull

a human skull with
a cryptic message
written on it

3 brigands' cave
leather bag with
2d10x10 gp

4 hollow oak

plain wooden box
holding
semiprecious
stones worth
2d8x10gp

5
where grass will
not grow

someone's diary -
what secrets does
it contain?

6 the red barn
mother-of-pearl
inlay belt (30gp)

7 the Lovers

hand-drawn
overland atlas,
navigational charts

8 the spinning-wheel
loose coins
totalling 37gp

9 the serpent-nest

parcel full of
wizard's material
components

10 the old bridge
corpse and
3d6x10gp

11 the Horn
platinum brooch
(40gp)

12 field of wildflowers
collection of locks
of hair

13 the flat-iron

box of clockwork
parts, strangely
labeled

14
an exquisite violin
in a beat-up case

15
the Weeping
Widows

bag of thousand-
year eggs

16 grey hollow

a farewell letter
which clears up a
matter of paternity

17 the apple orchard

single arm broken
off of a famous
statue

18 the hive

gorgeous pocket-
compass (worth
7gp)

19 the graveyard
decent mosaic
(30gp)

20 the hopeless place
most of a silver tea
set (23gp)

21
the standing-
stones a spellbook!

22 the arrow
shards of volcanic
glass

23
the Giant's
Footsteps

complete
rhinoceros skull

24 the Tempest religious texts

25 the dancing-trees

a thousand baby-
teeth in a velvet
bag

26 the dry riverbed gold brick (100gp)
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27 big flat rock

metal box sealed
with wax; contains
six days of iron
rations of dubious
edibility

28 the ruined castle
petrified chimera
dung

29 the witch's mound

a pair of vampire
fangs, sealed
mysteriously in a
block of amber

30 Big Momma

no treasure here
any more, but how
about a large
scorpion?

31 old battlefield
secret family
recipes

32 the bones

cache of various
holy symbols,
prayer beads, and
tokens

33 the Unicorn
nice chess set
(20gp)

34 the Fish

the complete
signed confession
of a murderer

35 the keep

parchment IOU
from nobleman,
payable to bearer

36 painted sands
quiver and ten
finely-made arrows

37 ghost town

wicked-looking
curved dagger with
jeweled pommel
(15gp)

38 the manor-house a mouldy flag

39 crossroads
an incomplete
dungeon map

40 Turtle Rock
battle-standard
won in war

41 Madman's Mire
bottles of very fine
wine or liquor

42 the dead forest

animated stone
kitten that fits in
the palm of your
hand

43 blood-stained field a wooden flute

44 the Ivory Gate

chunk of true stone
from elemental
plane of earth

45
where that farm
used to be

suicide note daring
the reader to join
the author on the
other side

46 the canyon
three sling-bullets
carved from bone

47 the great shadow

star-chart or
horoscope with
strange notations

48 the wheat-field

supposed formula
for raising the
dead

49 the Great Crystal
gilt statuette, worth
50gp

50 flooded city a witch-bottle
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51 the wizard's tower

wholly random
magic item big or
small.  Just do it.

52
the scar in the
earth

seeds in unlabeled
packets

53 the musical stone

pine coffin; no
corpse, but lots of
large poisonous
centipedes

54 the burning-place petrified dwarf

55 the three fingers
sheet music - lost
symphony?

56 where dogs rule

vintage set of full
jousting-plate,
carefully wrapped
in blankets

57 the X in the sky

subterranean
beehive with
amazing honey

58
the Screaming
Hills

garment bag with
expensive evening
gown

59 waterfall

unworked pieces
of rare wood,
worth 100gp to the
right buyer

60 the fallen giant
scrap brass (total
value 14gp)

61 tomb of the king
iron ore (value
20gp)

62 the guano cave
a mess of bones,
gnawed-on

63 the dread barrow

100gp of diamonds
hidden inside a
wineskin

64 the Devil's Helmet musty old ledger
65 the beast's lair silver tiara (75gp)

66 the Maze

mahogany box
containing fine
calligraphy set
(value 50gp)

67 golden pond

star-sapphire the
size of a fist
(300gp)

68 the sea of fire

taunting note left
by whoever
already found the
treasure

69 the dragon's claw

another treasure
map inside an
ivory scrollcase

70 Lookout Mountain

well-executed oil
painting...of the
PCs (dun-dun-
DUN!)

71 dryad's grove
figurehead of a
sailing-ship

72 the rainbow
rusty sword and
daggers

73 stone wall

collection of rings
and bangles
(120gp)

74 the dread circle

chest containing
four settings of fine
china (100gp)
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75 the Face of Fear
box of moth-eaten
fabric

76 broken ridge

severed hand
wearing multiple
jeweled rings

77 Seven Pillars
pelts - a few in
decent shape

78
fen of the restless
dead

ancient artifact
(interpret this as
'clay tablet' or
'raygun' as you
prefer)

79 the ancient spire deed to some land

80
the blade in the
rock

basket containing
4d6x20sp

81 the Cavalier
letter from the
future'

82 the bear-pit
a hand-written,
unfinished novel

83 Anvil of Heaven
apothecary's
sample case

84 the Eye an immense talon

85 garden of beauty

strangely-
preserved corpse
of a huge white
stag

86 campsite

clay jar shaped like
livestock,
containing
4d6x100 copper

87 the forgotten grave
costume jewelry
(10gp)

88 fountain
jester's cap with 14
sp stitched inside

89
the wise-woman's
house

clay tablets with
unknown writing

90 frozen grotto
string of pearls
(20gp)

91 Hangman's Hill small cameo (5gp)

92 no man's land
frightening wooden
mask

93 snowy peak

tower shield
featuring unknown
livery

94 garrison
random potion in a
sealed flask

95 sacrificial altar
an everlasting
candle

96
misc. minor magic
item

97 genie's palace bunch of dead cats

98 necropolis
bundle of exotic
feathers

99 the Hole

urn sealed with
wax - if opened, a
wisp of smoke
escapes,
whispering 'thank
you'

100
gingerbread
cottage hungry zombie
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